Abstract-This paper describes a method for inferring when a person might be coordinating with others based on their behavior. We show that, in Wikipedia, editing behavior is more random when coordinating with others. We analyzed this using both entropy and conditional entropy. These algorithms rely only on timestamped events associated with entities, making them broadly applicable to other domains. In this paper, we will discuss previous research on this topic, how we adapted that research to the problem of Wikipedia edit behavior, describe how we extended it, and discuss our results.
I. INTRODUCTION
We used the freely available Wikipedia history data set to study whether we can extract social networking information based solely on individual editors' behavior. We have shown [1] how to extract a social network from timestamped events in the editing history using transfer entropy [2] . But transfer entropy assumes that you can compare two actors. In this work, we show that you can learn about collaborative behavior when you only have one of the actors in a pair. We show how to estimate when an editor is working with others.
II. BACKGROUND
Traditionally, limited availability of quantitative information about human interactions in natural settings relegated such research to small, controlled groups, often graduate students [3] . However, recent years have seen a significant increase in massive publicly available volumes of digital records of individual behavior.
Wikipedia is one such source that provides two independent data sets. There are timestamped records of each edit for each user. This behavior is not explicitly social. The other data set includes the openly available interactions of users. This decade-long data set provides a rich source for studying the relationship of behavior to social networking. In previous work, we've shown that transfer entropy can be used to predict social networks approximately 20 times better than chance [1] .
Transfer entropy assumes two people being compared. In this paper, we consider the situation where only one of the individuals in a pair is available. We study the possibility of estimating when a person is acting as part of a social network using only the timestamps of their own behavior. In other words, do people act measurably differently when acting in collaboration with others?
Wang et. al. [4] considered this question using an online opinion forum and a location based social networking service. They showed that people act more randomly when working as part of a group. We applied this idea to the Wikipedia data set, studying whether people act more randomly in their editing behavior during periods of time when they are interacting with others in User Talk pages. Our results support Wang's finding. We've gone beyond Wang's work in showing that this principle holds across data sets. In Wang's work, the data they used to measure randomness is the same data used to estimate when they were acting in coordination. In our work, on the other hand, they are two different data sets -editing behavior and online social interactions.
A. The Data
Wikipedia provides a rich data source about user interactions and behavior. There are a variety of page types. The main page types are:
• Article pages
• Article Talk pages
• User Pages
• User Talk Pages Article pages constitute the main product of Wikipedia. These documents contain one topic per page, modeled after an encyclopedia article. Each registered user also has a "User" page upon which users can record information about themselves.
Each page in Wikipedia has a talk page associated with it. The main purpose of these pages is social interaction. It provides a means for people to discuss modifications and strategy for the pages. Talk pages associated with individual users in particular are used for direct messaging among users.
All changes to each page are stored as part of that page's history. If the user is registered and logged in, the revision is associated with their id. So for each user, we can count the number of edits in a variety of categories:
• Number of revisions to article pages
• The sum of the number of times that a user edited someone else's Talk page and the number of times someone edited a user's Talk page.
The first category records the user's actual work on Wikipedia independent of social networking. The second category shows a lower bound on when the user was interacting with others. We say "lower bound" because there are a large variety of ways in which a person can interact with others and only some of them are publicly visible. For this work, we treat the periods of time when users posting or receiving posts to User Talk pages as the times in which they are interacting. Figure 1 shows a graph of sample revision behavior of an individual. The X axis is time and the Y axis is the number of revisions the user has made. The dotted line shows the revisions that this user made to article pages. The solid line shows the revisions made to Talk pages associated with this user. So when the dotted line is high, the user is actively editing article pages. When the solid line is high, the user is interacting with others in the public Wikipedia forums.
Our research question is whether the user's article editing behavior (the dotted line) tells us about periods of time in which they are interacting with others (the solid line).
B. Entropy
Wang et. al.'s previous work showed that an individual's behavior is more random when they were interacting. One way to measure randomness is entropy [5] . Systems with higher entropy are less predictable. Entropy is given by:
Entropy looks at the statistical distribution of a set of events. The less predictable any one event is, the more entropy there is. Maximum entropy occurs when there are a large number of potential events and each event is equally probable. The intuitive interpretation is that this is the case when you would be the least able to predict the next event instance.
C. Conditional Entropy
Conditional entropy [4] is a variation where entropy is computed separately for different situations and combined into a single value. Conditional entropy is given by:
So it could be the case that a particular system has a high entropy when the behavior is considered in isolation, but when considered in the context of some other event, it is much less random. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We are studying whether the behavior of a person is less predictable when interacting with others (the "Talk" condition) than when they are not (the "No Talk" condition) . We started with all the editors who edited the article on Anarchism or Elvis Presley. Both capture a good cross section of different types of editors. The data set was then filtered to only include editors who have also made between 100 and 1000 total revisions across all of Wikipedia. Although we chose the population based on whether or not they edited a specific page at least once, the rest of the analysis includes their behavior across all of Wikipedia. The algorithm doesn't take into account which page they revised, only the total number of revisions made on each day.
IV. PARAMETER SELECTION
There are four parameters to set when calculating randomness in editor behavior:
• Window Size -the number of days within which entropy or conditional entropy is computed
• Talk Revision Threshold -the sum of the number of revisions either to a user's talk page or that a user made of other's talk pages on a given day that constituted a "talk day."
• Talk Condition Threshold -the percentage of "talk days" required for a window to be considered as being in the "talk condition." We empirically determined that a threshold of 10% "Talk" days in a window gave the best results.
• Event Determination -The rounded number of standard deviation from a user's mean.
V. ENTROPY RESULTS
We first calculated the average entropy per editor during the "Talk" windows and the "No Talk" windows. We averaged those values to generate the average "Talk" and "No Talk" entropies across all editors. Figure 2 shows the difference between the means in the "Talk" and "No Talk" conditions for various window sizes and percentage for talk condition thresholds. We only show the graph for a value of one revision because it generated the best results. Using smaller window sizes provides better performance. Figure 3 shows the variance on the best performing parameter set (1 revision per day, window size of 10 days, and percentage of 10%). The "No Talk" condition has a lower mean and a smaller variance than the "Talk" condition across all the editors in the data set. This shows that users tend to be less predictable when interacting with other editors. The randomness of an editor's behavior decreases as we increase the number of days in our window and as the percentage required to classify a window as a "Talk" window increases. Also, short windows (those smaller than 10 days) and small percentages (those smaller then 10%) do not give the best results. We ignored any time periods with a very low entropy so we didn't unfairly bias the results with periods of time when the editor was not using Wikipedia. Any period of time in which the editor made no revisions at all would be a "No Talk" condition and would be perfectly predictable. If left in the computations, periods of time before the editor registered Wikipedia or periods of time in which they were not editing would bring down the mean of the "No Talk" condition. A byproduct is that this also excludes any time period in which the user was making almost the same number of revisions every day.
We performed the same analysis using conditional entropy. Figure 4 shows the effects of various parameters. Larger windows were required to get the best results. Conditional entropy computes statistics given sets of priors so a larger behavior sample is required to get good results. Figure 5 shows the results using the highest performing parameters (5 revisions per day, window size of 100 days, and percentage of 5%). Similar to Figure 3 , an editor's behavior is less predictable when interacting with another editor.
VI. DISCUSSION
Wikipedia editors are less predictable during periods of time when they are interacting. The algorithm used for these computations only relies on timestamped events. Thus, any dataset having discrete events associated with entities is amenable to this algorithm. Our results using Wikipedia behavior data are consistent with the findings of Wang et. al. using other data sets. Also, we've shown that the results hold when using a different data sets to determine collaboration than to compute randomness.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we've investigated whether we can predict time periods when users are collaborating with others based on their behavior. Wikipedia edit history provides a valuable source for this kind of investigation because it records multiple kinds of behavior, some of which records social interactions and some of which is independent of social networking behavior. We've shown that Wikipedia editors are less predictable when interacting with others. The algorithm we've applied has broad applicability to other data sets because it doesn't rely on any features specific to Wikipedia.
